V.D. 1. Spider, 15½ or 16½ inches long
V.D. 2. Screw and Fork
V.D. 3. Riveting Pin
V.D. 4. Tilting Washer
V.D. 5. Rear Spring Cap
V.D. 6. Springs, per pair
V.D. 7. Tension Bolt
V.D. 8. Tension Wheel
V.D. 9. Adjusting Wheel
V.D. 10. Washer
V.D. 11. Hub
V.D. 12. Set Screw
V.D. 13. Bottom Plate
V.D. 14. Front Spring Cap
Casters

No. C-1 steel wheel caster represents a combination of high quality and moderate price and is an excellent caster for general use.

No. C-2 Bassick Diamond Velvet Caster has earned a reputation of being absolutely "fool proof" and "trouble proof"—the finest all-purpose furniture caster ever manufactured.

The Diamond Arrow Caster represents the most remarkable development in ball bearing caster construction in many years. Utilizing an entirely new patented principle of ball bearing operation developed by Bassick engineers, it provides maximum efficiency in swiveling with strength and economical cost.